MINUTES of the BSAACT COMMITTEE MEETING held 5th.FEB 2018.

Meeting opened: 7.07pm
Present: Mark O’Neill (MON), Eneasz Sokolowski (ES), Sam Bryant (SB), Zivko Petreski (ZP), Dave
Spooner (DS), Leigh Condon (LC).
Minutes of meeting held 8.1.2018 moved to be accepted ES, seconded DS, accepted.
Business arising: 1. to further acknowledge the assistance given by Ian Will, it was agreed
unanimously to allow him to place a link for his business on the BSAACT website.
2. the Competition Rules have been amended as required.
3. ABSC has been informed that DS is our Media liaison officer.
Other Business: 1. Under the start time for team competitions decided at the April 2017 committee
meeting, the website is to adjusted to show start times for the summer comps to be
7.30pm. DS to action.
2. the ‘Notes for the 2018 Summer Snooker Premiership’ to be amended to remove
any reference to a modified form of the ‘foul & miss’ rule. LC to action
3. Membership. After discussion it was decided to assume all players who are
playing in the summer competitions are financial members of the BSAACT. A system
of membership cards to acknowledge annual fee payment will be implemented in
the next financial year.
4. It was thought appropriate to include on the association’s website a list of all Life
Members. MON to supply list to DS for inclusion.
5. LC brought a proposal to initiate a snooker clinic for females to the meeting.
There was discussion as to whether Junior development should be the Associations
first priority, however LC argued the case that there is at present very limited playing
streams for women, and there needs to be some segregation, at least in the initial
stages of their introduction, to the sport. The meeting came to the consensus that
BSAACT would endorse the concept of a stand alone female clinic, but would expect
a detailed submission on the project. LC to develop and present at a later stage.
6. There was a query from DS if there were any statistics to be included for the
billiards players to give a better overview of player performance. It was suggested by
ES that an aggregation of points for and against could help to indicate player’s
changing skill levels. DS to investigate methods to implement onto website.
7. LC asked for re-imbursement for cost of removing lights from Raiders. Agreed by
committee on presentation of evidence of payment. SB to action
No further business. Meeting closed 8.25pm. Next meeting 5TH. March @ SX beginning 7.00pm.

